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MENGI YAY YACHTS - 31M AND 40M CONCEPTS WITH UNIVERSAL APPEAL
WITH TURKEY’S INCREASED REPUTATION FOR BUILDING QUALITY YACHTS IN ALUMINIUM, WE WERE ONLY TOO PLEASED WHEN
TUZLA BASED MENGI YAY YACHTS CAME TO US ASKING FOR DESIGN CONCEPTS FOR BOTH 31M AND 40M SAILING YACHTS.
The brief insisted upon universal appeal - well-balanced, aluminium hulls that would transcend short-term fashion and survive the test of time.

40m SY

These had to be practical designs that could be built in a relatively uncomplicated and cost-competitive way. To this end we included many symmetrical shape
rooms - cabins, for example, that could easily be transformed from doubles to twins and back again.
Both designs share a number
of
common
attributes
including,
for
example,
maximum waterline length
hulls, balanced rudders and
deep bulb keels with variable
draft centreboards.
Both
have full carbon rigs, flexible
sail plans including a selftacking jib, large overlapping
genoa and furling boom.

40m SY

Mengi Yay 40m:

Elongated
with
an
unobtrusive deck-saloon, the
40m needs little in the way of
optical illusion to convince
you this is an impressive, sleek
looking yacht, with lots of
available space. Signature interior feature of this design is the full-beam width owner’s suite - with patio-doors for access to a private terrace and swim platform.
Mengi Yay 31m:

The impression of the 31m is
that a lot of useable space has
been created in comparison to
overall length.

31m SY

Three guest cabins (in addition
to the owner’s suite), is
unusual for a yacht of this size
and was included due to an
unprecedented number of
requests from owners of
similar length yachts with only two available guest cabins.
Another example can be found within the owner’s suite, where instead of using conventional doors to access the en-suite bathroom, we made this an open
walk through to a vanity area - giving the impression the owner’s room is a much larger space than it actually is.

For further information contact Barracuda Yacht Design
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